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Mission

FERIC develops and helps implement innovative 

and safe forest operational solutions that provide 

members with long-term competitive advantage, 

add value to their fi ber supply and support 

sustainable forestry practices.

Our Vision

FERIC’s Vision is to be the partner of choice for 

industry and governments in innovation for 

sustainable forest operations.
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FERIC Members and Partners

Member Companies

Abitibi-Consolidated Inc. 
– Quebec Operations

Ainsworth Engineered Canada LP
Alberta Newsprint Company
Alberta-Pacifi c Forest Industries Inc.
Alberta Plywood Ltd.
Antler Creek Logging Ltd.
Arbec Forest Products
Ardew Wood Products Ltd.
Aspen Planers Ltd.
Babine Forest Products Company
Barrette-Chapais ltée
BC  Hydro
Bell Pole Co. Ltd.
Blandin Paper
Blue Ridge Lumber Inc.
Boisaco, Inc.
Boucher Bros. Lumber Ltd.
Bowater Canadian Forest 

Products Inc.
Bowater Mersey Paper Company 

Limited
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 

– Alberta Operations
– Coast Operations
– Fort Nelson Woodlands
– Houston Operations
– Quesnel Division
– Radium Division
– Tackama Forest Products Ltd.
– Vavenby Division

Canfor – LP OSB Corp.
Capital Regional District-Water 

Department
Claude Forget inc.
Columbia Forest Products 

– Levesque Division
Commonwealth Plywood Co. Ltd.
Coopérative Forestière 

de Girardville
Coopérative Forestière 

des Hautes-Laurentides
Coopérative Forestière 

du Nord-Ouest
Coopérative Forestière 

Ferland-Boilleau
Daaquam Lumber Inc.
Daishowa-Marubeni 

International Ltd.
Domtar Inc.
Downie Timber Ltd.
Félix Huard Inc.
Footner Forest Products Ltd.
Gérard Crête & Fils Inc.
Gestion Rémabec inc.
Gorman Bros. Lumber Ltd.

Grant Forest Products Inc.
Greater Vancouver Regional 

District
Groupe Savoie inc.
Groupe Trans Forêt
Hayes Forest Services Limited
Henri Radermaker & Fils inc.
Houston Forest Products Co.
Industries GDS inc.
Industries Maibec Inc.
International Forest Products 

Limited
J.D. Irving, Limited
Kruger Inc.
L & M Lumber Ltd.
Lakeland Mills Ltd.
Les Chantiers de 

Chibougamau ltée
Louisiana-Pacifi c Canada Ltd. 

– B.C. & Swan River Divisions
Manning Diversifi ed Forest 

Products Ltd.
Matériaux Blanchet Inc.
M.C. Forêt inc.
Meadow Lake OSB L.P.
Mill & Timber Products Ltd.
Millar Western Forest Products Ltd.
Mistik Management Ltd.
Mostowich Lumber Ltd.
Nexfor Fraser Papers Inc.
Nexfor Fraser Papers Inc. - Thurso
Norbord Industries Inc.
Northland Forest Products Ltd.
Pope & Talbot Ltd.
Produits Forestiers Petit Paris Inc.
Produits forestiers Temrex, S.E.C.
Revelstoke Community Forest 

Corporation
Rexforêt inc.
Scierie St-Elzéar Inc.
Seehta Forest Products Ltd.
Seven Islands Land Company
Slave Lake Pulp Corporation
Smurfi t-Stone Canada Inc.
Spray Lake Sawmills (1980) Ltd.
Stadacona S.E.C.
Stora Enso Port Hawkesbury Ltd.
Sundance Forest Industries Ltd.
Sylvio Brunet & Fils Ltée
Teal Cedar Products
Ted LeRoy Trucking Ltd.
Tembec Inc. 
TimberWest Forest Corp.
Tolko Industries Ltd.
UBC Research Forests
University of Northern 

British Columbia
UPM-Kymmene Miramichi 

Incorporated

Vanderwell Contractors (1971) Ltd.
West Chilcotin Forest Products Ltd.
West Fraser Mills Ltd.
Western Forest Products Inc.
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited
Winton Global Lumber Ltd.

Associate Members – Equipment 

Manufacturers & Distributors

A. Landry Fabrication Ltée
Alcoa-Lauralco Management 

Company
Atlantic Industries Limited
Caterpillar of Canada Corporation
Cognis Canada Corporation
Denharco inc.
Detroit Diesel 

– Allison Canada Est (1995)
Doepker Industries Ltd.
Geneq inc.
Hultdins Inc.
International Road Dynamics Inc.
Liebherr-Canada Ltée
Nokamic inc.
Oregon Distribution Ltd.
Ponsse Oyj
Risley Manufacturing Ltd.
Rotobec Inc.
SCP 89 inc.
Systèmes BCBF inc.
Tigercat Industries Inc.
TimberTrax Solutions Ltd.
Tire Pressure Control 

International Ltd.
Trans-Gesco Inc.
Truckbase Corporation
Université Laval 

– Dépt. de génie civil

Government of Canada

Natural Resources Canada - 
Canadian Forest Service (C.F.S.)

Provinces and Territories

Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
Newfoundland and Labrador
Northwest Territories
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan
Yukon Territory
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Board of Directors

Elected Directors
D.G. Banks, Tolko Industries Ltd.

Gilbert Demers, Abitibi-Consolidated Inc.

Fred Dzida, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited

K.O. Higginbotham, Canfor Corporation

Jim Lopez, Tembec Inc.

Scott Marleau, West Fraser Mills Ltd.

Jean-François Mérette, Domtar Inc.

Bob Nichol, Alberta-Pacifi c Forest Industries Inc.

Robert Pinette, J.D. Irving, Limited

Jacques Robitaille, Barrette-Chapais ltée

Daniel Tardif, Kruger Inc.

Gerald Young, TimberWest Forest Corp.

Appointed by the Government of Canada

Government of Canada
Brian Emmett, Natural Resources Canada - Canadian Forest Service

Sara Filbee, Industry Canada

(to be appointed), Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada

Appointed by the Provinces
Cliff  Henderson, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development

Jim Snetsinger, Ministry of Forests and Range - British Columbia

Daniel St-Onge, Ministère des Richesses naturelles et de la Faune du Québec

Peter Underwood, Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources

Mike Willick, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

Ex offi  cio
Ian de la Roche, Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada

David MacLean, Association of University Forestry Schools of Canada

Jean-Pierre Martel, Forest Products Association of Canada

Offi  cers of FERIC
D.G. Banks, Chairman of the Board

Ian de la Roche, President and Chief Executive Offi  cer

A.W.J. Sinclair, Vice-President Western Region

D.Y. Guimier, Vice-President Eastern Region

Pierre Giguère, Secretary-Treasurer
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Directors’ Report — 2005

Even though the Canadian economy generally performed well in 2005, this has been a challenging 

year for the forest products industry. Energy costs, labour rates and global competition all took their 

toll as mills closed temporarily or permanently right across the country. These factors have led to 

industry consolidation and greater reliance on innovation, placing additional demands on FERIC to 

deliver technological solutions that will help maximize value from the existing resource and minimize 

costs, without negatively impacting the forest.

Close collaboration with our members and the ability to work directly with them in their operations 

are clearly essential to the success of this eff ort. In line with priorities established in consultation with 

our industry members and government partners, minimizing delivered wood cost represents 50 % of 

FERIC’s eff ort, with 30 % dedicated to minimizing environmental impact, and 20 % to optimizing fi bre 

quality and recovery. Projects ranging from our participation in the national Mountain Pine Beetle 

Initiative to combining eff orts with Forintek on the economic benefi ts of cut-to-length harvesting 

over non-optimized operations are refl ective of this breakdown.

In addition to close collaboration with members, strategic alliances remain a key element in 

enhancing our research capability. By leveraging our resources through mutually benefi cial 

agreements with other research groups and universities, we are able to better facilitate the transfer 

and implementation of knowledge and expertise in member operations. Alliances such as the 

Partenariat Innovation Forêt (PIF) in Quebec and the Forest Research Extension Partnership (FORREX) 

in British Columbia, in addition to others currently in place or planned, have enabled us to set up a 

national network of experienced extension specialists that form an integral part of the organization 

while providing local services to members.

A signifi cant joint project under discussion between FERIC, Forintek and Paprican, within the 

framework of the Forest Research Institutes Council (FRIC), is the opportunity of establishing a 

Fibre Initiative. This initiative, in collaboration with the Fibre Centre being created by the Canadian 

Forest Service, would focus on the resource end of the value chain, and carry out a broad and 

comprehensive program on the economic aspects of the Canadian wood fi bre supply. In this way, 

all three institutes will be able to better optimize R&D contributions in relation to their respective 

research capacity and core competencies.

2005 was a transition year for FERIC. In March, the special fi ve-year federal assistance program for 

the three national forestry research institutes came to an end. However, through careful planning, 

increased contributions from industry and provinces, the recruitment of new members, and an 
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increase in our contract portfolio, we were able to maintain our research capacity and end the year with a 

small surplus. By sharing management and administrative services, FERIC and Forintek have realized new 

effi  ciencies and cost savings, approximately $250,000 to date, and have benefi ted from each other’s best 

practices.

It was also a transition year due to the development and adoption of a new industry-driven fi ve-year 

strategic plan, in parallel with Forintek’s. While recognizing that FERIC’s ability to meet short-term member 

needs has been, and remains, a key factor in the organization’s success, both members and FERIC believe 

that more eff ort should be devoted to anticipating future needs. The planning process undertaken by the 

two organizations identifi ed potential synergies from cooperation in research and technology transfer 

which we expect to act upon in the coming year.

Recognition of FERIC’s value to industry was refl ected in the recruitment of nine industry members and 

four associate members. We also welcomed the Province of Manitoba, which rejoined FERIC as a Partner in 

2005, and the Province of New Brunswick, which rejoined FERIC eff ective January 1, 2006.

FERIC’s success owes much to the support of its members and partners, and to the dedication of its Board 

of Directors. In particular, we would like to thank James Lopez for his successful tenure as Chairman and his 

successor, John Mann, who unfortunately resigned the position during the year. Mr. Mann was replaced by 

Don Banks. We wish to thank all members of the Board of Directors for their guidance and loyalty. In 2005, 

eight of our directors stepped down:

Guy Drapeau (Natural Resources and Engineering Research Council of Canada) 

Richard Garneau (Domtar Inc.) 

J.S. Lebel (Bowater Canadian Forest Products Inc.) 

J.W. Mann (TimberWest Forest Corp.) 

J.E. McCoy (UPM-Kymmene NA) 

Andy Neigel (Alberta-Pacifi c Forest Industries Inc.) 

Tim Nicholls (West Fraser Mills Ltd.) and 

Rick Thomas (Industry Canada).

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Industrial Members

Antler Creek Logging Ltd.

BC Hydro

Lakeland Mills Ltd.

L & M Lumber Ltd.

Pope & Talbot Ltd. – Fort St. James

Scierie Carrière ltée

Ted LeRoy Trucking Ltd.

Western Forest Products Inc.

Winton Global Lumber Ltd.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Associate Members

A. Landry Fabrication Ltée

Atlantic Industries Limited

TimberTrax Solutions Ltd.

Université Laval – Department of Civil 

Engineering

•
•
•
•

They were replaced by:

Gilbert Demers (Abitibi-Consolidated Inc.) 

Sara Filbee (Industry Canada) 

Scott Marleau (West Fraser Mills Ltd.) 

Jean-François Mérette (Domtar Inc.) 

Robert Nichol (Alberta-Pacifi c Forest Industries Inc.) 

Robert Pinette (J.D. Irving, Limited) 

Peter Underwood (Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources), and 

Gerald Young (TimberWest Forest Corp.).

We also wish to thank our staff  for their understanding of our members’ and partners’ needs, and their 

willingness to strive for excellence in the delivery of our mission.

         New FERIC Members – Approved in 2005

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ian de la Roche

President and C.E.O.

Donald G. Banks

Chairman of the Board
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Auditors’ Report

To the Members of

Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada

We have audited the balance sheet of Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada as at 

December 31, 2005 and the statements of revenue and expenditures, surplus and cash fl ows for the 

year then ended. These fi nancial statements are the responsibility of the Institute’s management. Our 

responsibility is to express an opinion on these fi nancial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those 

standards require that we plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the 

fi nancial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, 

evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the fi nancial statements. An audit also includes 

assessing the accounting principles used and signifi cant estimates made by management, as well as 

evaluating the overall fi nancial statement presentation.

In our opinion, these fi nancial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the fi nancial position 

of the Institute as at December 31, 2005 and the results of its operations and its cash fl ows for the year 

then ended in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles.

Chartered Accountants

January 13, 2006
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FOREST ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA

Statement of revenue and expenditures
year ended December 31, 2005

   2005  2004

   $  $

Revenue

 Members’ assessments 6,887,097 5,536,663

 Contributions from the Government of Canada 1,675,000 1,675,000

 Contributions from provincial governments 486,153 473,400

 Contracts, grants and other 4,549,318 4,095,986

  13,597,568 11,781,049

Expenditures

 Salaries and fringe benefi ts 8,946,405 8,389,258

 Outside services  1,479,452 890,015

 Travel and meetings 1,404,760 1,111,735

 Communications 295,689 255,991

 Equipment 591,032 373,078

 Premises 621,343 649,314

 Amortization 307,810 360,300

 Amortization of government assistance

      and industry contributions (198,119) (248,642)

  13,448,372 11,781,049

Excess of revenue over expenditures 149,196 – 

Statement of surplus
year ended December 31, 2005

 Invested in   Total

 fi xed assets Unrestricted 2005  2004

 $ $ $  $

Balance, beginning of year 664,668 1,264,256 1,928,924 1,928,924

Excess of (expenditures over revenue) 

 revenue over expenditures  (109,691) 258,887 149,196 –

Net investment in fi xed assets  61,134 (61,134) – –

Balance, end of year  616,111 1,462,009 2,078,120 1,928,924
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FOREST ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA

Balance sheet
as at December 31, 2005

   2005  2004

   $  $

Assets

Current assets

 Cash 897,335 1,122,503

 Term deposit (Note 3) 1,000,000 2,000,000

 Accounts receivable (Note 4) 1,860,366 1,004,598

 Supplies 6,842 5,758

 Prepaid expenses and deposits  24,977 16,382

  3,789,520 4,149,241

Fixed assets (Note 5) 6,142,590 6,389,265

  9,932,110 10,538,506

Liabilities

Current liabilities

 Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 950,250 826,759

 Advance payment on contracts and grants 651,277 1,535,960

  1,601,527 2,362,719

Government assistance and industry contributions 5,526,479 5,724,597

Obligation from a pension plan (Note 6) 224,371 107,847

Obligation from a post-retirement benefi t plan (Note 6) 501,613 414,419

  7,853,990 8,609,582

Surplus

Invested in fi xed assets 616,111 664,668

Unrestricted 1,462,009 1,264,256

  2,078,120 1,928,924

  9,932,110 10,538,506
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FOREST ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA

Statement of cash fl ows
year ended December 31, 2005 

   2005  2004

   $  $

Cash fl ows from operating activities

 Excess of revenue over expenditures 149,196 –

 Items not aff ecting cash

      Amortization  109,691 111,658

      Obligation from a pension plan  116,524 56,767

      Obligation from a post-retirement benefi t plan  87,194 80,184

  462,605 248,609

 Changes in non-cash working capital items 

           Accounts receivable  (855,768) 149,155

           Supplies  (1,084) 7

           Prepaid expenses and deposits (8,595) (2,425)

           Accounts payable and accrued liabilities  123,491 55,550

           Advance payment on contracts and grants  (884,683) 744,125

  (1,164,034) 1,195,021

Cash fl ows from investing activities 

 Acquisition of fi xed assets - net (61,134) (87,886)

Net (decrease) increase in cash  (1,225,168) 1,107,135

Cash position, beginning of year  3,122,503 2,015,368

Cash position, end of year 1,897,335 3,122,503

Cash position comprises cash and term deposit.
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FOREST ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA

Notes to the fi nancial statements
year ended December 31, 2005 

1. Description and purpose of the Institute

The Institute is a not-for-profi t organization constituted under Part II of the Canada Corporations 

Act. The mission of the Institute is to provide its members with knowledge and technology to 

conduct cost-competitive and quality operations that respect the forest environment.

2. Accounting policies

The fi nancial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian generally accepted 

accounting principles and include the following signifi cant accounting policies:

Fixed assets

Fixed assets are stated at cost and amortization is calculated on their estimated useful lives 

using the straight-line method. No amortization is charged in the year of acquisition.

Government assistance and industry contributions

Government assistance related to the buildings in Vancouver and Pointe-Claire, together 

with industry contributions, are amortized on the same basis as the fi xed assets for which this 

assistance was received.

Employee benefi t plans

The Institute accrues its obligations under employee benefi t plans and the related costs, net of 

plan assets. The Institute has adopted the following policies:

The cost of pensions and other retirement benefi ts earned by employees is actuarially 

determined using the projected benefi t method pro rated on service and management’s 

best estimate of expected plan investment performance, salary escalation, retirement ages 

of employees and expected health care costs.

For the purpose of calculating the expected return on plan assets, those assets are valued 

at fair value.

Past service costs from plan amendments are amortized on a straight-line basis over the 

average remaining service period of active employees at the date of amendment.

•

•

•
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FOREST ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA

Notes to the fi nancial statements
year ended December 31, 2005 

2. Accounting policies (continued)

Employee benefi t plans (continued)

The excess of the net actuarial gain (loss) over 10% of the greater of the benefi t obligation 

and the fair value of plan assets is amortized over the average remaining service period of 

active employees. The average remaining service period of the active employees covered by 

the pension plan is 19 years. The average remaining service period of the active employees 

covered by the other retirement benefi t plan is 16 years.

When the restructuring of a benefi t plan gives rise to both a curtailment and a settlement of 

obligations, the curtailment is accounted for prior to the settlement.

Use of estimates

The preparation of fi nancial statements in conformity with Canadian generally accepted 

accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that aff ect the 

reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities at 

the date of the fi nancial statements and the reported amounts of revenue and expenses during 

the reporting period. Actual results could diff er from these estimates.

3. Term deposit

The term deposit bears interest at an annual rate of 3.1% and comes to maturity in January 

2006.

•

•
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FOREST ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA

Notes to the fi nancial statements
year ended December 31, 2005

4. Accounts receivable

   2005  2004

   $  $

Members, contracts and grants 1,793,640 972,772

Other 66,726 31,826

1,860,366 1,004,598

5. Fixed assets

  2005   2004

                                                      Amortization  Accumulated Net book           Net book

                                                             rates Cost amortization value  value

                                                               % $ $ $  $

Building 2.5 7,036,286 2,158,432 4,877,854 5,053,762

Leasehold interest 

     on land 2.5 1,436,671 423,262 1,013,409 1,049,325

Scientifi c and other

     equipment 10 to 25 1,316,661 1,107,595 209,066 231,770

Furniture and fi xtures 10 684,191 671,029 13,162 10,760

Motor vehicles 25 92,063 62,964 29,099 43,648

 10,565,872 4,423,282 6,142,590 6,389,265
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FOREST ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA

Notes to the fi nancial statements
year ended December 31, 2005 

6. Employee benefi ts

The Institute has defi ned benefi t registered plans providing pension and post-retirement 

benefi ts to all of its employees. The Institute also sponsors a defi ned contribution 

supplementary pension plan and a defi ned benefi ts supplementary pension plan. The accrued 

pension benefi ts as at December 31, 1989, are guaranteed by an insurance company. The 

balance of these benefi ts amounts to $220,572 as at January 1, 2005 ($226,921 as at January 1, 

2004). Since January 1, 1990, the contributions are accumulated in a pension fund.

The most recent actuarial valuation of the pension plans for funding purposes was of 

December 31, 2003 and the next required valuation will be as of December 31, 2006.

The net expense for the Institute’s benefi t plans is as follows:

     Post-

  Pension   retirement

  benefi t plans   benefi t plan 

2005  2004 2005  2004     

 $  $ $  $

Benefi t plans 852,400 722,000 108,300 100,600

Information about the Institute’s benefi t plans as at December 31, in aggregate, is as follows:

     Post-

  Pension   retirement

  benefi t plans   benefi t plan 

2005  2004 2005  2004     

$  $ $  $

Accrued benefi t obligation 13,834,400 10,742,200 858,100 719,400

Fair value of plan assets

     (projected)  9,013,000 7,850,700 – –

Funded status plan defi cit (4,821,400) (2,891,500) (858,100) (719,400)

Accrued benefi t liability (224,371) (107,847) (501,613) (414,419)

(1) Part of the pension benefi t plan related to the remuneration in excess of the maximum salary 

allowed by the Canada Customs and Revenue Agency is not registered and not funded. 

(1)
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FOREST ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA

Notes to the fi nancial statements
year ended December 31, 2005 

6. Employee benefi ts (continued)

Plan assets consist of:

   2005  2004     

   %  %

Money market 2 –

Canadian bonds 43 37

Canadian stocks 30 37

Foreign stocks 25 26     

100 100     

The signifi cant actuarial assumptions adopted in measuring the Institute’s accrued benefi t 

obligations are as follows:

     Post-

  Pension   retirement

  benefi t plans   benefi t plan 

 2005  2004 2005  2004     

 %  % %  %

Discount rate 5.25 6.25 6.25 6.25

Expected long-term rate 

     of return on plan assets 7 7 – –

Rate of compensation increase 3.50 4 – –

For measurement purposes, a 7.5% annual rate of increase in the per capita cost of covered 

health care benefi ts was assumed. The rate was assumed to decrease gradually to 5% in 2009.
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FOREST ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA

Notes to the fi nancial statements
year ended December 31, 2005 

6. Employee benefi ts (continued)

Other information about the Institute’s benefi t plans is as follows:

     Post-

  Pension   retirement

  benefi t plans   benefi t plan 

 2005  2004 2005  2004     

 $  $ $  $

Employer contribution 656,215 665,233 21,106 20,415

Employee contributions 260,127 238,183 – –

Retirement annuity purchased 232,730 348,102 – –

Termination of: 

     employment settlements 63,787 125,480 – –

     death 61,771 – – –

7. Credit facilities

The institute has an authorized line of credit of $200,000 bearing interest at prime rate, secured 

by the accounts receivable. As at December 31, 2005, there were no amounts drawn under this 

line of credit.

8. Commitments

The Institute is committed under operating leases totalling $100,288 for rental of equipment. 

Minimum payments for the next fi ve years are as follows: 

                                             $

 

 2006 51,752

 2007 26,284

 2008 15,155

 2009 7,097

9. Financial instruments

Fair value

The fair value of cash, term deposit, accounts receivable and accounts payable and accrued 

liabilities is approximately equal to their carrying values due to their short-term maturity.
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Research Overview

Cost

The not-so-rocky road to savings

Tire Pressure Control System (TPCS) is a great tool for modern log haulers. The technology 

was originally developed by the military and allows drivers to adjust the pressure in their tires 

according to road conditions, truck load and speed. FERIC has studied the technology for over 

a decade, identifying such benefi ts as improved traction, increased driver comfort and reduced 

wear and tear on both rig and road. It’s all great, but TPCS costs money in an industry that isn’t 

feeling particularly fl ush right now.

That’s no problem, according to FERIC transport specialists Glen Légère and Steve Mercier. The 

duo say you can pay for the systems in stone – or more precisely, the gravel you won’t have 

to use to build roads travelled on by TPCS-equipped rigs. The researchers have proven that 

properly-used TPCS technology can reduce the 

impact of trucks on of the road, thus helping main 

roads last longer. This knowledge can also prove to 

be valuable when it comes to building the lower 

class roads used to access individual harvest areas. 

The question would be just how little gravel can we 

use if all the haul trucks will be using TPCS systems?

To answer this question, FERIC teamed up with the 

Canadian operation’s of Weyerhaeuser Company 

Limited in Dryden, Ont. to search for the optimal 

TPCS road design. In 2004, they built four diff erent 

road designs and monitored the eff ect trucking 

had on each. They determined that gravel 

thickness could be reduced by as much as 25% if TPCS 

trucks were used. To test this theory, Steve and Glen helped build a longer road section in 

2005 with 25% less gravel than the standard, and put it to the test of actual log hauling traffi  c. In 

the end, it was safe in this case for Weyerhaeuser to reduce gravel thickness by 25%, translating 

into signifi cant savings in road construction costs.

“Considering the savings observed on gravel alone,” Glen concluded, “a TPCS system under these 

circumstances could be paid off  by every 4 to 6 km of road built.” The rest, as they say, is gravy. ♦
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Dumping extra gravel costs

Gravel might not seem like a precious resource, but it may as well be gold in regions where 

granular material is in short supply. In areas like northwestern Quebec or northeastern Ontario, 

every load of rare gravel saved is money in the bank. It is frustrating, then, that many forest roads 

are overbuilt just to handle one especially nasty customer – the dump truck used to construct 

them in the first place. Although these versatile construction vehicles are essential, they are also 

widely recognized as the most aggressive truck that most logging roads will ever see. 

To address this issue, FERIC studied alternatives to the familiar dump truck. One initially attractive 

option was the articulated dump trucks common on highway construction projects, where 

they are often used to reduce the gravel thickness requirements of the road. Unfortunately, 

these trucks are expensive and are of little use during winter to help recoup their capital cost. 

Then FERIC’s road maintenance expert, Steve Mercier, saw dump trucks driving freely over a 

freshly built sub-grade on a civil engineering project. The trucks could get away with this, he 

realized, because the standard tires on their tandem drives had been replaced with wide, low-

pressure agricultural tires. Excited 

at the prospect of transferring this 

concept to forest road building, 

Steve organized a trial using these 

wide tires on Tembec Inc.’s La Sarre 

operation in northwestern Quebec. 

The cost side of the equation looked 

good, as the required modifications 

proved minimal – just new rims 

and tires. The benefits side of the 

equation looked even better, as 

the study showed tremendous 

opportunity to reduce the amount 

of gravel required to build forest 

roads. ♦
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Stacking the deck in favour of shortwood processing
One of the biggest boosts to forest worker safety has been 

getting the man off the ground when it comes to bucking trees 

into logs. For this reason, as well as the potential for lower costs, 

mechanized processing has become the norm across the British 

Columbia Interior. There are circumstances, however, when 

mechanized processing presents special challenges, such as on 

steep, cable-yarded sites. In such cases, the decking and sorting 

space usually required for efficient processing may not always 

be available, especially in shortwood operations. Moreover, both 

yarder and processor require the frequent assistance of a log 

loader to maintain reasonable efficiency, creating delays and 

bottlenecks. In 2004, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.’s operations 

in Mackenzie, B.C. asked FERIC to benchmark the productivity and 

costs of mechanized shortwood processing on cable-yarded sites, 

and to use that information to improve efficiency.

FERIC’s Brian Boswell studied actual operations in both winter and 

summer conditions in two different areas. In the process, Brian 

made a host of recommendations to reduce the time and cost 

associated with steep slope processing. For starters, he suggests 

that planners should locate roads on natural benches or yard 

logs to gentler slopes when possible, to allow space for decking 

and sorting of processed logs. Also, when possible, the loader 

and processor should work independent of the yarder to avoid 

processing delays. Moreover, it is a good idea to accumulate a 

good volume of yarded and decked wood before moving the 

processor to the site, as it is a pricey piece of equipment to keep 

waiting. In cases where the yarder, loader and processor must all 

work closely together, Brian suggests that increased supervision 

will help keep things running well. Finally, it helps if log decks are 

carefully prepared for the processor, so that the loader will need to 

spend less time helping out. 

Altogether, the studies found ample opportunity for the multiple 

phases, as well as planners and loggers, to work together as a 

team to create the most efficient operation possible. ♦
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Pump prices driving industry to get smart

You’d be hard pressed to find a more timely initiative than FERIC’s work with the SmartDriver 

program, as Canadian log haulers continue to face record diesel prices. The program teaches 

good driving habits in an effort to reduce fuel consumption, and its proven ability to deliver 

significant cost savings to log hauling fleets across Canada is driving its popularity with the forest 

industry. In fact, over 100 new SmartDriver instructors were trained in 2005. These individuals will 

now educate scores of drivers in their own operations about fuel efficient driving methods.

FERIC also conducted three jam-packed fuel efficiency workshops in 2005 geared at forestry 

trucking operations. These sessions introduced fuel-saving tools and methods involving both 

drivers and their rigs, concepts that members could immediately apply in their own operations. 

FERIC continues to evaluate fuel-saving tools in cooperation with the federal FleetSmart 

program, including Hydrogen Fuel Injection (HFI), dual-power engines, fuel additives, and driver 

incentives to promote fuel efficiency. 

These fuel-efficiency efforts have been successful enough 

to draw attention outside our industry. For example, FERIC’s 

work with SmartDriver recently won an SAE-International 

Environmental Excellence in Transportation Award, putting 

the research organization in the company of innovation 

leaders like Toyota and Bombardier. Given all this, as well 

as sustained high fuel prices, 

it’s no surprise that FERIC 

will continue its work in fuel 

efficiency in 2006, updating 

SmartDriver, testing fuel-saving 

technologies and continuing its 

implementation efforts. ♦
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Recovering more, but ending up short?

As loggers in the BC Interior race to salvage timber 

ravaged by the mountain pine infestation, they are 

looking at new tools to get the job done as efficiently as 

possible. Many are using cut-to-length (CTL) processors 

to turn logs into mill-ready shortwood products, but 

often the cost-benefit relationship of using this method 

over long-log processing is not clearly known.

To help operations decide which system best fits their 

needs, FERIC’s Björn Andersson worked with Derek 

Goudie of Forintek Canada Corp., Canada’s solid wood 

products research organization, to compare the pros 

and cons of long-log and shortwood processing. In 

addition to logging costs, the researchers compared 

the sawlog recovery of the shortwood system with 

that of the merchandiser bucking systems typically 

used to convert long logs into sawlog lengths at 

the mill. Tolko Industries Ltd. cooperated in the study by providing two different beetle-

killed stands. One had good quality lodgepole pine with 300 m3/ha; the other had poor quality 

with 180 m3/ha.

While all data have not been analyzed, early results point to 20% higher productivity for long-log 

processing compared with shortwood processing. Somewhat surprisingly, shortwood processing 

at the logging site yielded 

slightly better recovery than 

shipping long logs and further 

processing them on the sawmill 

merchandiser. At this point 

in time, researchers feel this 

discrepancy may be caused by 

less accurate measurements 

when the long logs are 

processed. ♦
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Forestry getting dense about chip transport

Transporting pulp mill chips is a bit like shipping 

mattresses: it’s all air and no weight. The 

challenge in these days of tight cost 

control and long hauls is to find ways 

to maximize the payload in chip 

containers by reducing the amount 

of air and increasing the amount 

of chips. In short, we’ve got to get 

dense.

In this quest, FERIC researchers 

came across the Densifier system in 

the U.S. that does just that, packing 

up to 30% more chips into each rail 

car under U.S. conditions. Researchers 

temporarily installed a system at Kruger 

Inc.’s remote sawmill in Parent, Que. to test 

it under Canadian conditions. Through the fall 

of 2004 and winter of 2005, they discovered that the 

system packed in a nearly 

identical payload as more 

expensive blower systems, 

and up to 13% more than the 

front end loaders typically 

used. There was also no 

impact on chip quality. 

Based on these encouraging 

numbers, the Quebec 

Railroad Society plans to 

install the Densifier system at 

new loading sites in Quebec 

and New Brunswick. ♦
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Clearing the path to higher productivity

Thanks to some help from FERIC researchers, hardwood 

selection loggers really can have it all. In this case, “all” 

means a highly productive operation that still leaves 

behind a high-quality residual stand for future harvests. 

The challenge facing hot-logging hardwood operations in 

regions like northwestern New Brunswick is to maintain a 

steady fl ow of wood to the delimber throughout the entire 

operation. To limit the damage to residual trees, felled trees 

have traditionally been bunched directly in the skidding 

trail. This forced skidders to start working at the front of the 

block, which in a hot-logging system means big problems 

to generate an even wood fl ow to the delimber. Toward 

the back of the block, delimber operators are left twiddling 

their thumbs as skidder operators struggle to keep up 

under increasingly long skidding distances. In the end, the 

delimber becomes the bottleneck in the system, reducing 

productivity and creating unnecessary stresses.

FERIC proposed a system where felled trees 

would be piled at a slight 20-30 degree 

angle to the skidding trail. This would 

allow skidding access to both near and 

far piles, and thus a more uniform fl ow to 

the delimber. The million-dollar question 

was whether this could be done without 

creating unacceptably high levels of 

damage to residual trees.

FERIC set up a trial with J.D. Irving, Limited’s 

hardwood operation in Black Brook, N.B. 

to test the theory. The trial confi rmed that 

wood placed at an angle created a steady 

fl ow to the delimber, resulting in higher 

productivity. Just as important, post-harvest 

inventories showed only slightly higher 

damage to residual stems and regeneration, 

with levels well within an acceptable 

range. ♦
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Scanning options for wildfire detection

As technology advances and suppliers come calling with increasingly complex systems, it can 

become hard for non-experts to separate fact from fiction. This was the challenge facing wildfire 

protection agencies in western Canada, which were receiving inquiries from several companies 

wanting to adapt their infrared thermal imaging products to support wildfire detection and 

location activities. The technology is appealing, but few of the vendors had actual wildfire 

experience and the costs of infrared scanning over a fire season are significant.

To help reduce the risk inherent in adopting new and unfamiliar technology, the governments 

of British Columbia and Alberta asked FERIC to manage an independent evaluation to determine 

which of the vendors were up to the task. After consultations with wildland fire operations staff 

and experts in the field of wildfire thermal imaging, Ray Ault of FERIC’s wildland fire group in 

Hinton, Alberta, established an objective evaluation process. The focus was on the systems’ 

target sensitivity, accuracy and data delivery, with standards set 

according to the needs of actual fire operations. Tests were done using 

85 targets on a 100-ha plot established at the Hinton Training Centre 

student forest. Three scanners were tested on a confidential basis in 

2005, and initial results from one of the suppliers are encouraging. ♦
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Saving chopper money well grounded

When analyzing logging operations, once in a while it pays to step back and take a look at the 

big picture. In this case, a bird’s eye view of heli-logging operations in western Canada may help 

this growing segment of the industry reduce its overall costs. The idea is to invest in one phase 

of the operation to save much more later on. Several recent FERIC studies have indicated that 

careful in-woods log processing can save money when it comes time for the helicopter crew to 

collect the stems and fly them to roadside. There is a cost associated with the extra time and 

effort put in the log preparation phase, but since the flying phase is by far the most expensive 

part of helicopter logging, the relationship between the two phases warrants a closer look. 

Michelle Dunham and TimberWest Forest Corp. are doing just that with a study that began 

in 2005. The project examines the costs associated with various levels of falling and bucking 

quality. Those are then compared with the impact each level has on helicopter yarding costs. 

For starters, such information is helping industry link final heli-logging 

and yarding rates to specific falling and bucking quality levels. More 

importantly for the long run, however, early results also confirm 

the value of investing in more aggressive in-woods processing 

techniques can be significant. ♦
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Getting operators involved

When used properly, FERIC-developed MultiDAT systems are a great tool for machine owners and 

forest companies to track and improve machine utilization and reduce unnecessary downtime. 

The systems detect when a forest machine is not in action and ask the operator to enter a 

reason for each stoppage as it occurs. Lost production time is then organized according to 

cause, allowing supervisors or contractors to uncover and correct specific reasons for machine 

downtime. Still, one MultiDAT user, Terry Fanjoy, thought the tool would be even better if it gave 

operators actually running the machine more immediate feedback on how they were doing. 

Terry is a supervisor with J.D. Irving, Limited, a company with hundreds of the units in operation 

and years of practical experience with the MultiDAT recorders. So when he brought his idea to 

FERIC field staff, they took it back to the office to see what they could come up with.

The result is the MultiPAD, a display that does exactly what Terry suggested: it shows operators 

the number of hours they’ve been working and the machine utilization rate from the beginning 

of their shift. Moreover, if the MultiDAT system is configured to count the number of trees cut or 

processed, operators can also see their total tree count and the number of trees per productive 

machine hour for their shift. It was a great idea. The units have been well received by operators 

and have even created a little friendly competition among them. FERIC researchers feel that the 

success of this new tool stresses the importance of involving machine operators 

in any attempts to improve productivity at the operations level. ♦
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Giving loggers and haulers fuel for thought

Since loggers are paid by the cubic metre and not the litre, they have plenty of incentive these 

days to reduce fuel consumed during harvesting and log hauling. Added to this growing fi nancial 

incentive is the concern over the industry’s greenhouse gas emission performance in a post-Kyoto 

world. Against this backdrop, FERIC’s Western Division has two projects underway aimed at lowering 

fuel consumption and cutting greenhouse gas emissions. The 

fi rst deals with log harvesting machinery, while the second looks 

at log hauling, the latter being the thirstiest phase in any forestry 

operation. The fi rst step in both projects is to examine the fuel 

consumption rates of existing equipment, and data collection is well 

underway. This information will be used to create fuel consumption 

databases, allowing operations to compare the eff ectiveness of 

various machines. These fuel effi  ciency numbers will also form a 

baseline against which new technologies can be evaluated. 

Regarding log harvesting, Brian Bulley has completed seven studies 

in B.C. and Alberta on equipment ranging from feller bunchers to log 

loaders, in both winter and summer conditions. Fuel consumption 

rates have been plotted out comparing various models, and even 

early results show that it is worthwhile to consider fuel effi  ciency 

when choosing logging equipment. For feller bunchers alone, 

consumption rates range from a low 27 litres/hour to a high 

50 litres/hour, which over the course of thousands of operating 

hours per year is a lot of extra cost, not to mention emissions. 

In the log hauling study, data have already been collected on 

operations in B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan. Researcher Garth Fraser 

continues to gather data on various log haul confi gurations, and will 

publish a report summarizing initial results in late 2006. 

Both projects are also looking down the road at new technologies 

that may help reduce fuel consumption. In fact, one such technology, 

hydrogen injection, was installed on a truck at the end of 2005, for 

operational testing in 2006. ♦
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Keeping aerial firefighting costs grounded

A big chunk of every dollar spent on wildfi re suppression goes toward air operations, which is not 

surprising given the cost of aircraft, fuel, fi re retardants and suppressants. Thus, any eff ort to contain 

fi refi ghting costs would do well to aim high – in the sky, that is. In 2005, FERIC launched a program 

to improve the eff ectiveness of air attack operations and reduce overall costs. The fi rst target was 

to assess the eff ectiveness of fi re control products delivered from the air, to see where protection 

agencies were getting the biggest bang for their buck.

Several comparative drop tests were performed in 2005. In one, the drop patterns of retardant 

delivered by an Air Tractor AT-802 aircraft on both fl oats and wheels were compared. Also, the 

eff ectiveness of gel drops was evaluated on three occasions in B.C. – from a Martin Mars airplane in 

Campbell River; land-based aircraft in Kamloops; and helicopters working on an active fi re in Lytton. 

Finally, Alberta-based researcher Wally McCulloch hosted a workshop in the fall of 2005 to discuss a 

common methodology for evaluating drops of retardants, gels and foam in an operational setting. 

This information will result in more effi  cient use of retardant and gel drops from aircraft. 

During 2006, he will work with other fi re practitioners, including 

the USDA Forest Service, to develop and fi ne-tune this 

methodology and ensure we are comparing apples with 

apples when testing retardant drops. Wally will also 

continue to assess retardant eff ectiveness during 

fi re operations. The overall goal is a fi nely tuned 

product delivery method that will increase the 

cost-eff ectiveness of air drops. ♦
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Research Overview

Quality

Energy costs fuelling bioenergy studies

Even before fuel prices took off  in the summer of 2005, the forest industry’s 

interest in bioenergy was really heating up. After all, industry operations have 

a readily available fuel source in non-merchantable forest debris. Recently, 

industry has also been given plenty of incentives, including Canada’s 

obligations under Kyoto and the related possibility of carbon credits for the 

forest industry; high fossil fuel and electricity costs; and the opportunity to turn 

what was once a liability – forest debris – into a business asset. Still, bioenergy 

is not for everyone, as using a litre of diesel to recover its energy equivalent in 

biofuel is a fool’s errand. The key is deciding when and where this can be done 

cost-eff ectively. That’s where FERIC comes in.

Under the supervision of program leader Mark Ryans, and with the 

participation of researchers Denis Cormier and Luc Desrochers, FERIC launched 

a new bioenergy program in 2005. One of its fi rst tasks was to develop a 

model that would not only help estimate the availability of biomass in various 

forest locations, but also the cost of delivering it to the mill. Dubbed BiOS, 

the operational planning model was developed with cooperation from the 

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Tembec Inc., Grant Forest Products, and 

BIOCAP, a not-for-profi t research foundation looking for solutions to climate 

change. This particular project resulted in a bioenergy case study of delivering 

roadside harvesting debris to one of Tembec’s mills in northeastern Ontario, 

as well as performance reviews of various debris processing equipment for 

recovering unwieldy slash at roadside.

The team also conducted a literature search on the topic and has made it 

available on CD. In addition, it has published a report on the John Deere 1490D 

Energy Wood Harvester, an in-woods debris bundling machine that was 

studied in action on the operations of J.D. Irving, Limited in New Brunswick.

It looks like 2006 will also be a busy year for this timely program. A review of 

relevant equipment will be published and plans are already in the works to create a spatial version of 

BiOS. Called BiOS-MAP, it will be based on FERIC’s successful Interface-MAP platform. The tool will be 

used to help members assess bioenergy opportunities in their neck of the woods, by evaluating local 

supply and the cost of getting it to the mill. ♦
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Bucking the trend to value loss in hardwoods

With today’s stand improvement prescriptions and other limitations on the harvesting of sawlog-

quality hardwoods, it has never been more crucial that hardwood loggers get the most from each 

and every log they process. Since many of the value decisions are made as the harvested tree 

is bucked, or sawn into logs, FERIC has developed tools to help loggers make the right bucking 

decisions with the highest-value end product in mind. One such project involves researcher Peter 

Hamilton who has teamed up with University of Michigan professor Jim Pickens and Tembec Inc.’s 

central Ontario divisions. They have worked together to test the latest version of 

a software program called HW Buck designed to train slasher operators or others 

involved in hardwood bucking decisions to derive the most value from each 

hardwood log.

This project started by looking at an older version of the program that showed 

potential, but fell short of meeting the particular needs of Canadian loggers. 

Peter and professor Pickens worked to modify the software, making it more 

fl exible in terms of log grades and grading rules, and adding other features to 

meet Canadian needs. To make the program even more user-friendly, it was 

re-designed to run on the Windows platform instead of the older DOS platform. 

Today’s users look at displays of hardwood stems with a variety of defects and 

profi les, and are asked to select bucking sequences. The software calculates 

lumber yield and value based on their solution, and then presents trainees 

with the optimal bucking solution, giving them hands-on experience without 

wasting a single sawlog. The new software has already 

been tested and validated, with demonstrations and 

customer implementations planned throughout 2006.

The bottom line of using such software as a training 

tool also seems promising. Initial trials in Mattawa, Ont. 

showed potential value gains of 30% between initial 

bucking decisions made by trainees, and optimal 

solutions calculated by the program. ♦
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A flaky solution to sawlog waste

Sometimes in forestry two problems add up to a solution. That seemed to be the case recently 

in Alberta, where challenges in dealing with sawlog waste and impending fibre shortages for the 

oriented strand board (OSB) industry have dovetailed into a win-win scenario the industry can be 

proud of.

It started when Weyerhaeuser Company Limited’s Drayton Valley operation asked FERIC 

to determine just how much usable softwood sawlog residue could be salvaged for OSB 

production by modifying roadside bucking specifications and practices. Weyerhaeuser also 

wanted to know the costs involved in salvaging this potential OSB fiber source. Finally, since the 

local Weyerhaeuser mill had been making OSB exclusively from hardwood aspen until this point, 

the company wanted to know what effect, if any, adding softwood bolts would have on the final 

quality of its product, or on the production process itself.

FERIC’s Dennis Araki and John O’Brien 

started off in the woods, looking for 

changes in processor productivity when 

the loggers were asked to make OSB 

bolts from the tops of softwood logs 

and from poor quality softwood stems. 

Encouragingly, changes to productivity 

were not significant. Weyerhaeuser then 

moved indoors, examining the effects this 

new salvage furnish would have on the 

OSB manufacturing process. Once again, 

the results were positive, with the OSB 

plant able to use as high as 10% softwood 

furnish without affecting product quality 

or manufacturing costs. For an added bonus, the overall quality of 

the sawlogs produced also improved, as the marginal tops or off-grade logs had now been taken 

out of the mix.

“We’re left with more product from the same standing volume, which was the project’s initial 

goal,” Dennis noted. “On top of that, we’re leaving less residue on site for burning, which was a 

goal that emerged from one of our projects last year on debris piles and the risk of wildfires, so 

overall it has been rewarding. ♦
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Dry and sound, but is it profitable?

The Government of Quebec now insists that logging operations recover all the dry but sound 

fibre when working on Crown land, making no exceptions for very small material, and showing 

little tolerance for any material left behind. While the material may be sound, it is often brittle 

to handle. Concern over breaking these logs, as well as productivity losses from harvesting 

more small-diameter material have presented major challenges to the forest companies and 

the contractors involved. This poor quality log supply is also 

challenging to process at the sawmill, affecting mill throughput 

and recovery.

To measure the exact impact on 

productivity and recovery rates from 

harvesting this dry material, FERIC’s 

Joseph Nader worked with the Péribonka 

Division of Arbec Forest Products inc. 

in northern Quebec, a mill with a long 

history of dealing with dry, sound material, 

and which is now expected to do more. 

Trials were established for comparing 

the effectiveness of full-tree and cut-to-

length systems in both young forests 

with relatively little dry material, and 

older forests with lots of windfall and dry 

but sound wood to recover. In the old 

stand, FERIC also compared harvesting 

methods using cutting with protection 

of regeneration and soils (CPRS) with the 

method of cutting with protection of 

small merchantable trees (CPSMT). FERIC 

is also providing information on this new 

raw material to mill personnel who are 

studying the effect this type of fiber will 

have on lumber manufacturing costs 

and recoveries. Overall, the studies will 

help Arbec and other industry members 

evaluate the costs involved and the 

bottom-line value in harvesting this extra 

material. ♦ 
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Less loss means more gain

Faced with harvest volume reductions and impending fi bre 

shortages, FERIC members in several of Canada’s key forest 

regions could use a hand in getting more merchantable 

fi bre from every stand they harvest. FERIC has risen to 

the challenge with a magazine-style consumer guide to 

maximum fi bre recovery aimed at the people who can make 

the biggest diff erence – forest machine owners and operators. 

It’s not easy to get your message through to these numerous, 

remote and very busy logging operators, but the colourful, 

easy-to-read guide uses a clear and concise format to do 

just that. It also conveys a central win-win theme that most 

logging contractors and machine operators will welcome: if 

you recover more of each tree during logging, more volume 

from each block gets on the truck, and this means more 

money in everyone’s pocket at the end of each job.

Using a host of visual aids, the guide shares best 

practices to minimize fi bre loss in all phases of both 

full-tree and cut-to-length logging operations. It 

was researched and written by program leader and 

forestry research veteran Jean-François Gingras 

of FERIC, with help from Nancy Desjardins of 

“Partenariat innovation forêt” (PIF), a joint tech 

transfer project launched by FERIC, Forintek 

Canada Corp., and the Canadian Forest Service. 

The common sense tips combine FERIC research 

results with fi eld observations taken from 

hundreds of operation visits over decades of 

logging research. They involve proven practices 

than can be implemented immediately in the 

fi eld, with no investment but rapid returns. 

Also included are links to on-line FERIC tools 

and multi-media presentations, to help local managers 

train their crews in more careful logging techniques. Thousands of these 

handy pocket guides have been printed and distributed, and FERIC will continue to promote 

their use throughout the coming year. ♦
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Getting to the root of log breakage problems

Some degree of log damage is a fact of life in high-

production, mechanical logging operations. Yet, 

as previous FERIC studies and training tools show, 

there are practical ways to minimize log damage in 

every phase of the harvesting and wood delivery 

process. The key is knowing when and how the 

bulk of the damage is being done. With that in 

mind, researchers Björn Andersson and Peter Dyson 

continued throughout 2005 to conduct case studies 

on mechanical wood damage.

One such study examined butt damage and 

machine productivity from feller bunchers using 

various degrees of multiple-tree felling on Canadian 

Forest Products Ltd.’s operations in northern 

Alberta. Results show that with proper felling 

techniques, such as knowing when you have 

enough trees in the felling head, the number of 

trees accumulated in the felling head will have little 

effect on butt damage. Not surprisingly, however, 

using multiple-tree felling techniques significantly 

increases machine productivity.

FERIC also looked into relative damage rates in 

mill yard operations using both overhead cranes 

and butt-n-top loaders. While some differences 

were found between these two machines, it 

appears that neither are major log breakage 

culprits compared with logging equipment. So 

researchers are now back in the bush, examining 

breakage during the skidding phase. In particular, 

they are comparing various techniques used to 

arrange trees at roadside, such as blade decking, 

grapple decking and loader decking. ♦
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Should value-added start in the bush?

Optimized log bucking systems designed to recover maximum value from each tree have been 

available to both sawmills and cut-to-length (CTL) harvester operations for decades now. However, 

due to the complexity and costs involved with both, many operations still choose to go without. 

To see just how much each system had to off er industry, and to help mills choose which one best 

suits their operation, FERIC joined forces with Canada’s solid wood products research organization, 

Forintek Canada Corp., in a study comparing the returns from optimized sawmill bucking with those 

from optimized harvester slashing. The study included simulations created by Forintek’s Optitek 

optimization software, as well as those from two bucking optimization software packages currently 

installed on CTL harvesters.

At fi rst glance, optimized sawmill bucking appears 

to be the clear-cut winner. Stem measurements 

using sawmill 3D scanners were signifi cantly 

more accurate than those obtained using the 

mechanical measuring systems on harvesters. 

The latter showed relatively poor diameter 

measurement and did not factor in such 

key defects as sweep and crook. In fact, the 

simulation results showed that optimized 

bucking (with mill quota constraints) at the 

sawmill generated returns of $136.14/m3 versus 

$134.83/m3 with optimized harvesting subject 

to the same quota constraints. For a sawmill 

processing 400,000 m3/year, this $1.31/m3 

diff erence gained by using optimized bucking 

at the mill amounts to $525,000 per year.

Still, the study concludes that optimized bucking at the mill may not be the way to go, since the 

estimated benefi ts might not always warrant the massive $6 million price tag of these systems. 

On the other hand, CTL harvesting generates signifi cant benefi ts when the operator makes 

bucking decisions in conjunction with an automatic bucking optimisation system, and since most 

harvesting heads now include optimized harvesting packages in their price, or for a small premium, 

the investment is much more manageable and the return on investment more attractive. Actual 

CTL bucking tests without optimization suggest a loss of $1.40/m3 compared with using harvester 

optimization, so that the same 400,000 m3/yr operation could conceivably gain $560,000/year by 

using optimized bucking software on existing harvesters. ♦
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Getting a handle on planting tool ergonomics

It’s hardly surprising that most tree planters are strapping young college kids: it can be backbreaking 

work. Now, a multi-partner project at FERIC’s Western Division is hoping to make life a lot easier for 

these hard-working folks. Led by Ernst Stjernberg, the tree planter injury reduction project has been 

broken into three phases, with phases 1 and 2 completed in 2004 and 2005, and phase 3 slated for 

2006. Each one involves cooperation from various forest companies and tree planting contractors, as 

well as several universities and a private ergonomics consultant. Both Workers’ Compensation Board 

of British Columbia and Weyerhaeuser Company Limited have assisted in the funding of the project.

Phase 1 analyzed the actual tree-planting task in four operations in Alberta and B.C. In each, 30 

volunteers and their equipment were measured, and the planters answered questions about past 

and current work-related injuries. Planters were also videotaped 

for an hour, enabling ergonomists to study these workers’ 

movements for awkward positions. Information from this 

part of the project will help reduce planting injuries in 

several ways. First, researchers will determine how well 

current planting tools work with the human body 

and will pass fi ndings on to tool manufacturers. In 

addition, ergonomists will use video task analysis 

to create planting guidelines aimed at reducing the 

injury rate among tree planters. It is worth noting 

that ergonomists have already confi rmed that poorly 

designed tools combined with high physical demands 

increase the likelihood of injury. 

In phase 2, researchers from the University of Alberta measured 

the eff ort required by four muscles in each arm during planting 

in various terrain types and with various tools. Finally, phase 3 

will measure the shocks and vibrations experienced by 

tree planters working in varied terrain. This will be done by 

specialists at Simon Fraser University, who will also test various 

shock absorbing materials and designs in an eff ort to lighten 

the load. In the end, the results will help planters safeguard 

the future of our forests without sacrifi cing their health. ♦
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Softening up those tough stands

Ironically, as the toolbox available to harvesting and 

silviculture crews gets bigger, decisions on which tools to 

use get harder. This is all the more pressing when dealing 

with conditions, such as poor regeneration or excess slash, 

that make stand establishment more difficult. Is there 

enough advance natural regeneration on site to establish 

the stand, or should some in-fill and trail planting be 

done? Is it so bad that you may as well prepare and plant 

the whole site? Add to such cost-benefit calculations the 

myriad of CTL harvesting systems now being used and 

their varied effects on stand establishment, including 

difficult debris. Now throw mixedwood forests and 

herbicide restrictions into the fray, and you’ll see why 

deciding how to establish the new forest is becoming 

increasingly complex.

To spell out options for silvicultural and 

planning foresters, FERIC’s Denis Cormier is 

conducting a series of studies to explore 

the effect of difficult stand conditions on 

stand establishment operations. Work has 

already been done from Nova Scotia to 

Ontario on strategies that include preventing 

such problem conditions in the first place. 

In one study, Denis looked at modifying 

harvesting practices so that harvest debris 

was aligned in a way that facilitated disc 

trenching operations. In another, he looked 

at methods for determining the level of 

advanced growth on site, and the effect harvesting practices 

can have on the need for and cost of partial or full-site preparation. It may be that a little extra 

time and money spent in harvesting will be more than compensated for in silviculture dollars 

saved. FERIC also investigated strategies for dealing with problem stands once the harvest 

has already been done, such as partial site preparation methods to slow hardwood ingress 

in mixedwood stands, or the mulching of heavy debris with excavator-based attachments to 

simplify planter access. ♦
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Environment

Getting members out of a rut
Little is more damaging to the forest industry’s image than ruts left behind by 

forest machinery, or other obvious signs of soil disturbance. FERIC’s soil disturbance 

team was busy through 2005 helping make such sights a thing of the past, by 

creating a vast new array of practical tools for today’s careful logger. FERIC’s 

toolbox now also includes a detailed operating handbook on site disturbance for 

Eastern Canada. Penned by Brad Sutherland, Preventing soil damage in the Boreal 

and Acadian Forests is a practical guide to operating harvesting equipment 

in the most site-sensitive manner under a range of conditions and is available 

along with other practical operational and training tools at www.feric.ca. He 

was also busy with hands-on training throughout 2005, delivered by means of 

everything from one-hour tailgate sessions in the bush to more formal full-

day classroom and fi eld courses. In 2006, Brad will use the guide to prepare 

customized fi eld cards to help specifi c members get the word out in the bush.

Other “disturbing” activities in 2005 included:

Tracking tracks: Researcher Mark Partington completed his work with Tembec Inc. and the Ontario 

Ministry of Natural Resources assessing trail coverage and rutting in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence region. 

Aside from specifi c results, the study uncovered a novel way of assessing trails using GPS tracking. As a 

result, new standards are being developed for measuring the coverage and severity of ruts.

Getting FITT: Over 200 people attended two Ontario-based FITT (Forest Innovation & Technology 

Transfer) program workshops provided to FERIC members in the Boreal region near Thunder Bay and 

the tolerant hardwood forests near Huntsville. The latter also demonstrated a host of FERIC tools aimed 

at reducing soil disturbance, including trail mapping, GPS navigation, and remote controls on skidders.

Reducing pressures: A key ingredient in minimizing soil disturbance is understanding the ground 

pressures exerted by forest machinery and methods for reducing them. Ismo Makkonen developed 

software to help members, partners and contractors calculate ground pressures and explore the eff ect 

of selecting diff erent tires or track combinations. The user-friendly software simplifi es the calculations for 

fi nding the ground pressures of 15 diff erent machine confi gurations.

It all helps loggers walk with a softer footprint. ♦

Research Overview
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Tactics for BC’s beetle battle

When responding to a crisis, it’s often impossible for those on the front lines to 

step back and evaluate the relative success of their methods or to prepare for 

future challenges. Under a contract from Natural Resources Canada’s Mountain 

Pine Beetle Initiative, FERIC is helping the industry do both in its epic beetle battle 

in the BC Interior. Researchers Ernst Stjernberg and Janet Mitchell looked back at 

recent “beetle proofi ng” tactics to identify successful approaches under various 

conditions. They are also looking ahead at possible hurdles when the time comes 

to regenerate infested stands.

In addition to a literature search on beetle-proofi ng tactics, 

FERIC researchers have hit the woods in B.C. and the 

southeastern U.S. looking for successful methods. The results 

are available to industry members in a variety of forms, 

from a searchable database of past beetle-proofi ng trials, 

to an Advantage Report summarizing project fi ndings and 

recommendations. 

While the current emphasis is understandably on salvaging 

beetle-killed timber while it still holds value, and in trying 

to contain the epidemic, attention will soon turn to the 

future forest. Regeneration of beetle-damaged stands will 

present a number of fresh challenges to foresters, not the 

least of which will be the sheer scale of the project and the 

presence of standing dead timber in areas that were not 

salvaged. To identify issues and start addressing them, Janet 

Mitchell has completed an extensive literature review of 

lodgepole pine regeneration eff orts following other beetle infestations and large wildfi res. Janet also 

prepared a report on the topic to give B.C. foresters a heads-up on such issues as the suitability of 

dead trees as a seed source, the site preparation required to allow pine regeneration in unharvested 

stands, and the suitability of existing gear to handle the challenge, among others.

“The impact of the current infestation is unprecedented in the last 100 years,” Janet concludes, 

“so forest managers will need to draw on a variety of methods to deal with it, both now and in 

the future.” ♦

Photo by Leslie Manning 
Canadian Forest Service
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Beetles taking a bite out of hauling efficiency

The challenges facing the British Columbia forest industry because of the pine beetle epidemic 

are legion, and now even the log hauler has been drawn into the fray. As the dry, beetle-killed 

wood becomes the predominant fibre supply for many mills in northern and central B.C., truckers 

are faced with an unfamiliar problem – trailers that are fully loaded, and yet still underweight. 

As the density of the salvaged pine continues to drop with each passing month, log haulers 

are increasingly unable to reach maximum payloads. This in turn increases transportation costs 

already under pressure from rising fuel costs. 

In response, researcher Rob Jokai investigated the scope of this weighty problem for long-log or 

tree-length hauling, and worked with B.C.’s Commercial Vehicle Safety and Enforcement (CVSE) 

on potential solutions. As a result of this collaboration, letters of authorization are available from 

the CVSE that allow carriers of beetle-killed wood to increase their overall vehicle lengths, as well 

as their front and rear overhangs, on approved haul routes. These allowances have increased the 

load carrying volume and payloads for the truckers involved, helping industry keep a handle 

on haul costs. FERIC has now turned 

its attention to cut-to-length hauling 

configurations to determine how the 

dry wood is affecting bottom lines. ♦
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Spreading the load for bridge designers

Following up on last year’s research, FERIC continues 

to test log stringers used in forestry bridge building, 

work that improves the safety and efficiency of this 

common bridge design technique. In log bridges, 

several whole logs, called stringers, are placed side-

by-side to span a stream. These stringers are lashed 

together and covered with a geotextile and gravel. 

While this technique remains a cost-effective way to 

create temporary crossings, 

builders are keen to have some 

of their design assumptions 

tested. In particular, they would 

like to know how accurate their 

rule of thumb calculations are 

for determining load sharing between the stringers. Until now, there have 

been no data or standards to support their judgment calls. They also had 

questions about the different lashing techniques being used to distribute 

the live load across a gravel-decked log bridge.

With high-precision automatic level 

in hand, FERIC’s Doug Bennett set 

out to find answers. Working with 

International Forest Products 

Limited, Doug conducted static-

load deflection tests on two 

recently built stringer bridges 

on Vancouver Island. Data from 

these tests were analyzed using 

a traditional mechanics approach, 

as well as a computer model developed 

specifically for such bridges by University of 

British Columbia’s Faculty of Forestry. The 

results have helped the industry to better 

understand the structural behaviour of log 

bridges. They are also allowing designers 

to breathe a little easier as they continue to 

build safe, cost-effective bridges. ♦
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Research Overview

Tech Transfer—Implementation

Keeping sediment in its place

There’s nothing quite like getting out and feeling the dirt under your shoes when learning 

about forestry issues, especially when the issue is keeping that dirt in place. Erosion and 

sediment control practices are now everyday work for today’s foresters and road builders. Since 

the majority of erosion occurs during and shortly after road construction and water crossing 

installations, industry will get the biggest bang from its training dollars by focusing efforts on 

these phases.

To help industry keep current with best management practices 

(BMPs) in this area, researcher Clayton Gillies and extension 

specialist John O’Brien organized fi ve regional fi eld days across 

Alberta to take a fi rst-hand look at erosion and sediment control 

practices. The well-received fi eld sessions were hosted by several 

forest companies, and were attended by industry members from 

both Alberta and British Columbia, as well as by government 

agencies in Alberta, road-building contractors, model forests 

and training organizations. FERIC is also using the information 

exchanged during these events to develop an operator 

handbook on sediment and erosion control. 

This publication will outline BMPs to help 

road supervisors and equipment operators 

select and implement appropriate and 

cost-eff ective sediment-control practices. 

It will also identify products and practices 

suitable for a particular site based on soil 

type and erosion risk. According to Clayton, 

the timing of these eff orts couldn’t be 

better. “It is important for forest workers 

and supervisors today to fully understand 

the eff ects of erosion and sediment on 

the environment and to know how to 

prevent erosion during road and crossing 

construction.” ♦ 
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Giving FERIC some northern exposure 

Sometimes life as a forestry researcher takes you off the beaten 

path. That was the case in 2005 for John O’Brien, a FERIC 

extension specialist, who worked with the Government of 

the Northwest Territories (N.W.T.) to plan and hold a four-day 

forest industry workshop and conference in Fort Providence, 

N.W.T. The workshop focused on the potential for forest-

related economic development in this northern and remote 

part of Canada, with added emphasis on First Nation participation 

in forest operations. Sessions addressed issues like strategic planning, 

business plan development, forest operations and equipment, wood 

products manufacturing and equipment, and relevant case 

studies. Special attention was paid to community-based, 

small-scale operations with an eye towards creating 

employment.

FERIC researchers Dennis Araki, Eric Phillips and Allan 

Bradley participated and made presentations, as did 

several Forintek Canada Corp. researchers, on topics 

relating to wood products manufacturing such as marketing, 

product selection and sawmilling basics. The event included 

active demonstrations as well, from chainsaw operation, safety and 

maintenance, to firewood production and forest machinery simulators. Earlier 

on in his career, John O’Brien ran his own portable sawmilling business so was therefore able 

to share with attendees his 

own experience regarding 

log supply, products and 

costs, among other things. He 

finished off with a live sawing 

demonstration. ♦
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Committee Members

Strategic Advisory Committee 

– Eastern Region

Bruce Chisholm, Stora Enso Port Hawkesbury Limited

Sébastien Crête, Gérard Crête & Fils Inc. 

Dan Dedo, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited

Frank Kennedy, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

Jim Ketterling, J.D. Irving, Limited

Claude Lebel, Industries Norbord Inc.

J.S. Lebel, Bowater Canadian Forest Products Inc.

Michel Lessard, Kruger Inc.

Sylvain Lévesque, Grant Forest Products Inc.

Gaétan Malette, Domtar Inc.

Mike Maxfi eld, Bowater Canadian Forest Products Inc.

Pierre Moisan, Abitibi-Consolidated Inc.

Geoff  Munro, Natural Resources Canada (C.F.S.)

Serge Pinard, Quebec Ministère des Ressources naturelles et de la Faune

Peter Robichaud, Canadian Woodlands Forum

Jacques Robitaille, Barrette-Chapais ltée

Bill Snell, Tembec Industries Inc.

Barry Waito, Louisiana-Pacifi c Canada Ltd.

Eric Young, Newfoundland Forest Service

ACFER (Advisory Committee on Forest 

Engineering Research) – Western Region

Joseph Anawati, Natural Resources Canada – C.F.S.

Carolynn Anderson, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited

MaryAnne Arcand, British Columbia Forest Safety Council

Nick Arkle, Gorman Bros. Lumber Ltd.

Duke Armleder, Tembec Industries Inc.

Troy Atyeo, Winton Global Lumber Ltd.

Bob Bailey, Government of Northwest Territories

Tom Bailey, BC Hydro

D.G. Banks, Tolko Industries Ltd.

Jeff  Beale, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

J.P. Bielech, Manning Diversifi ed Forest Products Ltd.

Derek Bonin, Greater Vancouver Water District

Mike Breisch, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Anthony Britneff , British Columbia Ministry of Forests & Range

Colin Campbell, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited

Jerry Canuel, Aspen Planers Ltd.

Todd Chamberlain, Ardew Wood Products Ltd.

Daniel Chastenais, Machinerie Tanguay inc.

Bob Clarke, Revelstoke Community Forest Corporation

Greg Cowman, Government of Yukon

Stacy Cuzzocrea, Cascadia Forest Products

Brian Davies, Blue Ridge Lumber Inc.

Bill Day, Western Forest Products Inc.

Mike Dickenson, Caterpillar of Canada Corporation

Howard Ewashko, Northland Forest Products Ltd.

Merl Fichtner, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited

Doug Folkins, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Gerry Fraser, International Forest Products Limited

Ron Friesen, Ainsworth Lumber Co. Ltd.

Dallas Frith, Ainsworth Lumber Co. Ltd.

Michelle Gagnon, Natural Resources Canada – C.F.S.

Dwight Giesbrecht, Antler Creek Logging Ltd.

Greg Gilks, Commercial Vehicle Safety and Enforcement

Tom Grabowski, Truckbase Corporation

Gord Gunson, West Fraser Mills Ltd.

Rick Hanson, Pope & Talbot Ltd.

David Harman, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited

Ian Hartley, University of Northern British Columbia

Berry Heinen, Boucher Bros. Lumber Ltd.

Kevin Horsnell, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Bob Holland, Louisiana-Pacifi c Canada Ltd.

Ben Hoy, K & D Logging Ltd.

John Huey, Sundance Forest Industries Ltd.

Stephen James, West Chilcotin Forest Products Ltd.

Kevin Jewett, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Lee Johnson, Liebherr-Canada Ltd.

Richard Jones, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Gordon Joyce, Greater Victoria Water District
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Dave Knight, Tolko Industries Ltd.

S.F. Kozuki, Council of Forest Industries

Kevin Kuhn, Vanderwell Contractors (1971) Ltd.

Ed Kulcsar, Spray Lake Sawmills (1980) Ltd.

Bruce Larson, University of British Columbia

Paul Lawson, University of British Columbia Research Forests

Jason LeRoy, Ted LeRoy Trucking Ltd.

Ian Lindsay, Tolko Industries Ltd.

Jim Loftus, Island Timberlands Limited Partnership

Brian Logan, Lakeland Mills Ltd.

Steve Luchkow, Daishowa-Marubeni International Ltd.

Kevin Lyons, University of British Columbia

John Mallett, British Columbia Ministry of Forests & Range

Mike Manson, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Brian Martell, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Jim McCammon, Alberta Newsprint Company

Lorne McNeilly, International Forest Products Limited

John Mitchell, TimberWest Forest Corp.

Ron Montgomery, Tigercat Industries Inc.

Kirk Morrison, Saskatchewan Highways & Transportation

Arnie Mostowich, Mostowich Lumber Ltd.

Bob Nichol, Alberta-Pacifi c Forest Industries Inc.

Steve Ostrander, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

John Pichugin, Teal Cedar Products

Lee Pond, Mill & Timber Products Ltd.

Jeff  Reynolds, Alberta Forest Products Association

Glen Ritchie, Bell Pole Co. Ltd.

Homer Robson, International Road Dynamics Inc.

Ty Rutzki, Mistik Management Ltd.

Tim Ryan, Ainsworth Lumber Co. Ltd.

Andre Savaria, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development

Martin Scholz, Louisiana-Pacifi c Canada Ltd.

Derek Sidders, Natural Resources Canada – C.F.S.

T.E. Simon, Liebherr-Canada Ltd.

Brent Sinclair, Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Ken Smith, Footner Forest Products Ltd.

Brian Spreen, Tire Pressure Control International Ltd.

Ted Szabo, Alberta Innovation and Science

Rick Takagi, Ainsworth Lumber Co. Ltd.

Mark Tamas, Tolko Industries Ltd.

Keven Timanson, Risley Manufacturing Ltd

Gordon Vaughan, TimberTrax Solutions Ltd.

Terry Veeman, SFM Network

Shane Vermette, Saskatchewan Environment

Barry Wagner, Downie Timber Ltd.

T.K. Wakelin, Millar Western Forest Products Ltd.

David Watt, L & M Lumber Ltd.

Al Waugh, Hayes Forest Services Limited

Roger Whitehead, Natural Resources Canada – C.F.S.

Allan Whittaker, Doepker Industries Ltd.

Keith Windeler, Alberta-Pacifi c Forest Industries Inc.

Robin Woodward, Saskatchewan Forest Centre

ACFIRE (Advisory Committee on 

Wildland Fire Operations Research) 

– Western Region

Jeff  Berry, British Columbia Ministry of Forests & Range

Jen Beverly, Natural Resources Canada – C.F.S.

Wally Born, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development

Dan Boyd, Government of Yukon

Keng Chung, Syncrude Canada Ltd.

Mark Coolen, Millar Western Forest Products Ltd.

Susan Corey, Government of Northwest Territories

Peter De Bruijn, Astaris Canada Ltd.

Con Dermott, Vanderwell Contractors (1971) Ltd.

Terry Dixon, Flying Tankers Inc.

Vince Eggleston, Alberta-Pacifi c Forest Industries Inc.

Lou Foley, Vanderwell Contractors (1971) Ltd.

Doug Haliburton, Canadian National Railway Company

Mark Heathcott, Canadian Heritage Parks Canada

David Heyes, Canadian Air-Crane

Doug Higgins, Wildfi re Group

Daryl Jessop, Saskatchewan Environment

Rick Just, Thermo-Gel

Warren Kehr, West Fraser Mills Ltd.

Terry Kennedy, Fire-Trol Canada Company

Sébastien Lassonde, Deltanor

Rick Pedersen, Conair Group Inc.

Don Podlubny, Foothills Model Forest

Clara Qualizza, Syncrude Canada Ltd.

Jacob Rebel, Vanguard Plastics Ltd.

Robert Richardson, Mercedes Textiles Limited

Brent Schleppe, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development

Gwen Shrimpton, British Columbia Transmission Corporation

Bob Smart, Vanguard Plastics Ltd.

Ted Szabo, Alberta Innovation & Science

Kevin Timanson, Risley Manufacturing Ltd

Kris VanderBurg, ATCO Electric

Alan Whittaker, Doepker Industries Ltd.

Monique Wilkinson, Fortis Alberta

Robin Woodward, Saskatchewan Forest Centre
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2005 Publications

Andersson, B. Mechanical wood damage 
associated with overhead cranes and 
butt-n-top loaders. Advantage Vol. 6, 
No. 16 [restricted].

Andersson, B.; Dyson, P. Butt damage and 
machine productivity with various degrees 
of multiple-tree felling: a case study. 
Advantage Vol. 6, No. 18 [restricted].

Andersson, B.; Dyson, P. Mechanical wood 
damage of aspen logs associated 
with logyard handling operations. 
Advantage Vol. 6, No. 13 [restricted].

Araki, D.S.; Rieppo, K. Comparison of 
veneer and sawlog recovery between 
enhance-bucked long logs and 
measured short logs. Advantage Vol. 6, 
No. 24 [restricted].

Bradley, A.H. Using road-friendly technologies 
to carry full legal axle weights on 
seasonally weight-restricted pavements 
in British Columbia. Advantage Vol.  6, 
No. 30 [restricted].

Brown, M.; Mercier, S. Impact of road 
maintenance on travel speeds on 
gravel roads. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 6 
[restricted].

Carme, R. Performance evaluation of Allison 
Transmission’s automatic transmission 
in a forestry context. Advantage Vol. 6, 
No. 14.

Carme, R.; Bulley, B. An overview of 
onboard computers for monitoring 
forestry trucks. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 21 
[restricted].

Dunham, M.T. Helicopter logging with the 
Eurocopter SA-315B Lama and Kaman 
K-1200 K-Max: clearcut harvesting in the 
southern interior. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 
25 [restricted].

Dunham, M.T. Helicopter logging with the 
Kamov Ka-32A11BC : clearcut harvesting 
on southern Vancouver Island. 
Advantage Vol. 6, No. 34 [restricted].

Dyson, P.F.; Forrester, P.D. Productivity and 
costs of sorting second-growth logs at 
the harvesting site. Advantage Vol. 6, 
No. 1 [restricted].

Evans, C. Mounding on steep slopes with a 
Schaeff  HS40D walking excavator: a 
short-term study. Advantage Vol. 6, 
No. 31 [restricted].

Gauthier, J.F. Satellite data transmission in 
forestry operations using a Globalstar 
GSP 1620 modem. Advantage Vol. 6, 
No. 2.

Gillies, C.T. Installation of a structural-
plate corrugated-steel round culvert 
along a fi sh-bearing stream in Alberta. 
Advantage Vol. 6, No. 26 [restricted].

Gillies, C.T. Replacing wooden-box culverts 
with aluminum arch culverts: two 
case studies. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 15 
[restricted].

Gingras, J.F.; Favreau, J. Eff ect of log 
length and number of products on the 
productivity of cut-to-length harvesting 
in the boreal forest. Advantage Vol. 6, 
No. 10 [restricted].

Gingras, J.F.; Plamondon, J.A. Evaluation 
of a swing-boom grapple skidder. 
Advantage Vol. 6, No. 22.

Hickman, A. Case study of maintenance 
trends on forestry trucks. Advantage 
Vol. 6, No. 12.

Hillman, D. Productivities of various types 
of harvesting equipment in white 
birch stands. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 3 
[restricted].

Hillman, D.; Hickman, A. Evaluation of the 
Densifi erTM system for loading chips 
into rail cars. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 20 
[restricted].

Kosicki, K.T. Evaluation of a Caterpillar 535B 
grapple skidder in a second-growth 
forest in coastal British Columbia. 
Advantage Vol. 6, No. 7 [restricted].

Kosicki, K.T. Evaluation of a Trans-Gesco 
TG88C grapple forwarder in a second-
growth clearcut in coastal British 
Columbia. Advantage Vol.  6, No. 28 
[restricted].

Légère, G.; Mercier, S. Reducing aggregate 
thickness on gravel roads designed 
for log trucks equipped with TPCS. 
Advantage Vol. 6, No. 8.
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McMorland, B.A. Productivity and cost of 
processing and top-skidding long logs. 
Advantage Vol. 6, No. 19 [restricted].

Mitchell, J.L. Regeneration methods in 
beetle-killed stands following mountain 
pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) 
attack: a literature review. Advantage 
Vol.  6, No. 32.

Mitchell, J.L.; Stjernberg, E. Strategies 
for managing mountain pine beetle: 
effi  cacy and economics – summary 
report. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 23 
[restricted].

Nader, J. Economic aspects of wood storage 
under snow. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 11 
[restricted].

Partington, M.; Lirette, J.; Ryans, M.

Using GPS to manage partial-cutting 
operations in tolerant hardwoods. 
Advantage Vol.  6, No. 29 [restricted].

Pavel, M. Implementing new forest mana-
gement principles in coastal British 
Columbia: case study 4. Advantage Vol. 
6, No. 4 [restricted].

Phillips, E.J. Cost and productivity implica-
tions of maintaining coarse woody 
debris during harvest in northwestern 
British Columbia. Advantage Vol. 6, 
No. 33 [restricted].

Schroeder, D. Operational trial of the 
ForestWatch wildfi re smoke detection 
system. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 17.

Schroeder, D. Use of a smoke generator 
and smoke plots to aid fi re lookout 
personnel. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 9.

St-Amour, M. Observations of precommercial 
thinning after harvesting with 
protection of regeneration and soils. 
Advantage Vol. 6, No. 5 [restricted].

Sutherland, B. Preventing soil damage in the 
Boreal and Acadian forests of Eastern 
Canada: A practical guide for forest 
operations. Advantage Vol. 6, No. 27 
[restricted].

Restricted reports are exclusive 

to members and partners of FERIC.
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